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Abstract We derive a shortcut stationary metric formula
for generating imperfect fluid rotating solutions, in Boyer–
Lindquist coordinates, from spherically symmetric static
ones. We explore the properties of the curvature scalar and
stress–energy tensor for all types of rotating regular solu-
tions we can generate without restricting ourselves to specific
examples of regular solutions (regular black holes or worm-
holes). We show through examples how it is generally possi-
ble to generate an imperfect fluid regular rotating solution via
radial coordinate transformations. We derive rotating worm-
holes that are modeled as imperfect fluids and discuss their
physical properties. These are independent on the way the
stress–energy tensor is interpreted. A solution modeling an
imperfect fluid rotating loop black hole is briefly discussed.
We then specialize to the recently discussed stable exotic dust
Ellis wormhole as emerged in a source-free radial electric
or magnetic field, and we generate its, conjecturally stable,
rotating counterpart. This turns out to be an exotic imper-
fect fluid wormhole, and we determine the stress–energy ten-
sor of both the imperfect fluid and the electric or magnetic
field.

1 Introduction

Applications of rotating solutions to astrophysics and the-
ories of gravity are of great importance. Many of the solu-
tions derived in this context are linear approximations with
respect to the rotating parameter a or angular momentum J
[1–6]. When the linear approximation is no longer valid, as
is the case with fast rotating objects in the cosmos, only the
well-known set of exact solutions (see [7–12] and references
therein) have been or may be used for matching exterior vac-
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uum configurations to interior fluid cores (see [13–17] and
references therein).

Generating rotating solutions by linearization does not
generally demand a special approach but appeals to sym-
metry properties [1–6]. In contrast, most of the approaches
used to derive exact rotating solutions, besides relying on
symmetry properties, were methodic [7–12,18–25] or partly
methodic relying on some ad hoc hypotheses [26–32].

The Newman–Janis algorithm (NJA) [26] was first devised
to generate exterior rotating solutions but later was applied
to generate rotating interior metrics which were matched to
the exterior Kerr one [13,16]. The metric we intend to derive
has the property to generate both interior and exterior rotat-
ing solutions in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates (BLC’s) and it
avoids the ambiguous complexification procedure. Since the
NJA is well known, we will skip details about its application
(see, for instance, [30,33]).

In Sect. 2 we derive the stationary metric for generating
rotating solutions. Section 3 is devoted to a general discussion
of the properties of the curvature scalar and stress–energy
tensor for all types of regular rotating solutions we can gen-
erate without restricting ourselves to specific examples of
regular static solutions (regular black holes or wormholes).
Explicit examples of rotating imperfect fluid wormholes and
loop black holes are provided and briefly discussed. In Sect.
4, we apply the rules and derive rotating wormholes that are
modeled as imperfect fluids and discuss their physical prop-
erties. These are independent on the way the stress–energy
tensor is interpreted. We then specialize to the recently dis-
cussed stable exotic dust Ellis wormhole as emerged in a
source-free radial electric or magnetic field, and we generate
its, conjecturally stable, rotating counterpart. This turns out
to be an exotic imperfect fluid wormhole and we determine
the stress–energy tensor of both the imperfect fluid and the
electric or magnetic field. Our concluding remarks are made
in Sect. 5. An appendix has been added to prove the unique-
ness of some solutions and to ease the discussion made in
Sect. 3.
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2 The rotating metric

Consider the static metric1

ds2
stat = G(r)dt2 − dr2

F(r)
− H(r)(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2), (1)

to which we apply, in a first step, the NJA. For the sake of
subsequent applications (to regular black holes and worm-
holes), we will not assume H = r2 nor will we assume
G = F . After introducing the advanced null coordinates
(u, r, θ, ϕ) defined by du = dt − dr/

√
FG, the nonzero

components of the resulting inverse metric are of the form
gμν = lμnν + lνnμ − mμm̄ν − mνm̄μ with

lμ = δμr ,

nμ = √
F/G δμu − (F/2)δμr , (2)

mμ =
(
δ
μ
θ + i

sin θ
δμϕ

)
/
√

2H ,

and lμlμ = mμmμ = nμnμ = lμ,mμ = nμmμ = 0, and
lμnμ = −mμm̄μ = 1. Now, if we perform the complex
transformation

r → r + ia cos θ, u → u − ia cos θ, (3)

then the δμν , if treated as vectors, transform as δμr → δ
μ
r ,

δ
μ
u → δ

μ
u , δμθ → δ

μ
θ + ia sin θ(δμu − δ

μ
r ), and δ

μ
ϕ →

δ
μ
ϕ , and we assume that {G(r), F(r), H(r)} transform to

{A(r, θ, a), B(r, θ, a), �(r, θ, a)} where {A, B, �} are
three-variable real functions, to be fixed later.2

The effect of the transformation (3) on (lμ, nμ,mμ) is
the ‘product’ of the transformations on δμν and {G(r), F(r),
H(r)}:

lμ = δμr ,

nμ = √
B/A δμu − (B/2)δμr , (5)

mμ =
[
δ
μ
θ + ia sin θ(δμu − δμr )+ i

sin θ
δμϕ

]
/
√

2�.

1 It is always possible, by a coordinate transformation r → R(r), to
bring (1) to the form where the transformed function F = G, but it
may not be possible to express H in terms of R as is the case with some
wormhole solutions and regular black holes.
2 We may subject them to the constraints

lim
a→0

A(r, θ, a) = G(r), lim
a→0

B(r, θ, a) = F(r),

lim
a→0

�(r, θ, a) = H(r), (4)

if we want to recover (1) in the limit a → 0. However, these constraints
are nonrestrictive and we may drop them as we did in [36]. When this
is the case, the limit a → 0, in the rotating metric to be derived [see
(11)], leads to a static metric conformal to (1).

By imposing no constraints on {A, B, �}—even if we
impose (4)—we assert that our approach and the usual NJA
differ starting from this step, that is, we do not assume that
{A, B, �} are derived from {G, F, H} by some sort(s) of
complexification of r , which is an ambiguous procedure, not
unique, and leads to nonphysical solutions [34] that cannot
be written in BLC’s as shown in [35]. Rather, we impose the
requirement that the final rotating metric be written in BLC’s
which, as we shall see below, fixes uniquely the functions
{A, B}. The determination of � depends on the physical
problem at hand, that is, it depends on the type of rotating
solution one wants to derive.� generally obeys some partial
differential equation(s). In the case in which one is generally
interested, where the source term in the field equations, Tμν ,
is interpreted as an imperfect fluid, these partial differen-
tial equations are given below [see (15) and (18)]. Thus, the
essence of our procedure is to reduce the task of determining
the rotating counterpart of (1) to that of fixing � by solving
nonlinear partial differential equations where ‘nonlinearity’
results in different rotating solutions for a given static one.
Applications are considered in Sects. 3 and 4. Some other
applications are found in [36].

Knowing the transformed vectors (5), we obtain the trans-
formed inverse metric

guu(r, θ) = −a2 sin2 θ

�
, guϕ(r, θ) = − a

�
,

gϕϕ(r, θ) = − 1

� sin2 θ
, gθθ (r, θ) = − 1

�
,

grr (r, θ) = −B − a2 sin2 θ

�
, grϕ(r, θ) = a

�
,

gur (r, θ) =
√

B

A
+ a2 sin2 θ

�
, (6)

and then the rotating metric in Eddington–Finkelstein coor-
dinates

ds2 = Adu2 + 2

√
A√
B

dudr + 2a sin2 θ

(√
A√
B

− A

)

dudϕ

−2a sin2 θ

√
A√
B

drdϕ −�dθ2

− sin2 θ

[

� + a2 sin2 θ

(

2

√
A√
B

− A

)]

dϕ2. (7)

Setting

K (r) ≡ √
F H/

√
G, (8)

the metric (7) is brought to the form of BLC’s on performing
the coordinate transformation

du = dt − (K + a2)dr

F H + a2 , dϕ = dφ − adr

F H + a2 , (9)
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provided we choose

A(r, θ) = (F H + a2 cos2 θ)�

(K + a2 cos2 θ)2
,

B(r, θ) = F H + a2 cos2 θ

�
. (10)

Finally, the desired form of the rotating solution is

ds2 = (F H + a2 cos2 θ)�dt2

(K + a2 cos2 θ)2
− �dr2

F H + a2

+ 2a sin2 θ

[
K − F H

(K + a2 cos2 θ)2

]
�dtdφ −�dθ2

−� sin2 θ

[
1+a2 sin2 θ

2K − F H +a2 cos2 θ

(K + a2 cos2 θ)2

]
dφ2.

(11)

Setting ρ2 ≡ K + a2 cos2 θ , 2 f (r) ≡ K − F H , 	(r) ≡
F H + a2 and 
 ≡ (K + a2)2 − a2	 sin2 θ we bring (11)
to the following useful Kerr-like metric form:

ds2 = �

ρ2

[(
1 − 2 f

ρ2

)
dt2 − ρ2

	
dr2

+ 4a f sin2 θ

ρ2 dtdφ − ρ2dθ2 − 
 sin2 θ

ρ2 dφ2
]
, (12)

ds2 = �

ρ2

[
	

ρ2 (dt − a sin2 θdφ)2 − ρ2

	
dr2 − ρ2dθ2

− sin2 θ

ρ2 [adt − (K + a2)dφ]2
]
. (13)

A generalization of (11) is possible on modifying the com-
plex transformation (3).

For fluid solutions that rotate about the z axis, we fix
�(r, θ, a) upon solving the field equation Grθ ≡ 0. As we
shall see later another constraint will be imposed on � to
ensure consistency of the field equations, Gμν = Tμν , for
the form of the fluid source term we will work with.

Due to its nonlinearity, Grθ ≡ 0 possesses different solu-
tions [36]. For given {G, F, H}, those solutions �n which
obey the extra constraints (4) have been called normal fluids,
and those �c which do not obey them have been called con-
formal fluids [36], and their metrics are conformally related:

ds2
c = (�c/�n)ds2

n . (14)

As discussed in [36], conformal fluids have more interest-
ing properties than normal ones and may also be used as
interior regular cores. Now, since lima→0�c �= H (by
definition) and lima→0 ds2

n = ds2
stat [see (1)], this implies

that lima→0 ds2
c �= ds2

stat. Hence, lima→0 ds2
c is a new

static metric conformal to ds2
stat. Conversely, had we started

from the static solution lima→0 ds2
c we would have recov-

ered ds2
stat from the limit a → 0 of (11), taking � =

�n in the latter equation. This is obvious because, setting
lima→0(�c/�n) = C(r), the transformation {G, F, H} ↔
{CG, F/C,C H} keeps ds2/� invariant in (11). This in
return implies that the two fluids are dual to each other.

3 The curvature scalar and stress–energy tensor

Due to the symmetry properties, each metric component in
(11) must be an even function of a, except that the mixed
term must be odd; this implies that � is an even function
of a. It is then more convenient to look for solutions of the
form � ≡ �(r, y2, a2) where y ≡ cos θ . Introducing an
index notation for derivatives, �,r y2 ≡ ∂2�/∂r∂y2, K,r ≡
∂K/∂r , etc., the equation Grθ ≡ 0 yields

(K + a2 y2)2(3�,r�,y2 − 2��,r y2) = 3a2 K,r �
2. (15)

We work with an orthonormal basis (et , er , eθ , eφ)which
is dual to the 1-forms defined in (13): ωt ≡ √

�	(dt −
a sin2 θdφ)/ρ2, ωr ≡ −√

�dr/
√
	, ωθ ≡ −√

�dθ , ωφ ≡
−√

� sin θ [adt − (K + a2)dφ]/ρ2:

eμt = (K + a2, 0, 0, a)√
�	

, eμr =
√
	(0, 1, 0, 0)√

�

eμθ = (0, 0, 1, 0)√
�

, eμφ = − (a sin2 θ, 0, 0, 1)√
� sin θ

, (16)

where eμt is the 4-velocity vector of the fluid. With Grθ ≡ 0,
the source term may be represented as an imperfect fluid
whose SET is of the form

Tμν = εeμt eνt + pr eμr eνr + pθeμθ eνθ + pφeμφ eνφ (17)

where ε is the density and (pr , pθ , pφ) are the components
of the pressure. As we shall see in Sect. 4.2, other representa-
tions are possible. A consistency check of the field equations
Gμν = Tμν and the form of Tμν , (17), yields the linear partial
differential equation

�[K,r 2 + K (2 − K,rr )− a2 y2(2 + K,rr )]
+(K + a2 y2)(4y2�,y2 − K,r�,r ) = 0. (18)

Among solutions to the system (15) and (18) of the form
� ≡ g(ρ2), we have shown that the special solution [36]

�s = r2 + q2 + a2 y2, (K = r2 + q2) (19)

is unique up to a multiplicative constant (which is conformal
if G �= F , that is, if H �= K = r2 + q2; otherwise it
is normal). Here q2 is a real constant. Moreover, it is also
possible to show that (19) is the unique power-law solution
of the form [l(r) + a2 y2k(r)]m . Hence, the hope to find a
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simple solution obeying (4), that is, where l(r) = H(r),
vanishes. Other solutions than �s that may obey (4) have
thus more complicated structures which we write as

�n = H exp [a2ψ(r, y2, a2)], ( lim
a→0

a2ψ = 0). (20)

Solutions of the form (20) have Taylor expansions in powers
of a2 of the form �n = H +∑

i=1 a2i X2i (r, y2) where the
first term, or independent term, of the series is H . It is shown
in the appendix that if G = F (K = H ), then �s , with
H = K = r2 +q2, is the unique solution of this type (20). If
G �= F (K �= H ), then�s is no longer of the form (20) (see
next paragraph); however, other solutions of the form (20)
exist in this case too.

Note that any general solution �g to (15) and (18) may
be brought to the form (20) but without the extra condition
lima→0 a2ψ = 0:

�g = H exp (a2ψ). (21)

For instance one can write�s in the form�s = H exp (a2ψ)

with a2ψ = ln[(K + a2 y2)/H ] and lima→0 a2ψ =
ln(K/H). One sees that�s is normal, of the form (20), only
in the case H = K .

In the case G = F , the Kerr and the rotating de Sitter
solution were derived in [36] and examples of normal and
conformal regular rotating cores were given too. It is straight-
forward to use (12) to derive regular rotating black holes from
each known regular static one [37–41]: All one needs to do
is to insert the metric {G, F, H} of the static regular hole in
(12) along with � = �s . To our knowledge, existing static
regular black holes have {G, F, H} = {F, F, r2}, yielding
K = H = r2 and q2 = 0 [see (19)], so that�s = r2 + a2 y2

and all derived regular rotating black holes will be normal.
However, we will not do that here since, after constructing
(11), our second purpose is to extend the analysis to rotat-
ing fluid wormholes and we will include a discussion of the
rotating fluid loop black holes. A part of the application of
(12) is given in this section and the other part is postponed
to Sect. 4.

In the remaining part of this section, we will investigate
the properties of the curvature scalar R and stress–energy
tensor (SET) Tμν for all types of regular rotating solutions
we can derive using (11) or (12), taking� = �s or� = �g

as defined in (19) and (28) without restricting ourselves to
specific examples of regular static solutions and, unless oth-
erwise specified, we assume G �= F . We will at the same
time provide explicit examples of rotating imperfect fluid
wormholes and loop black holes and give instances of the
possibility to generate a simple imperfect (conformal or nor-
mal) fluid rotating solution to any given static one via a radial
coordinate transformation r → R(r). Other examples were
given in [36].

Thus using �g as a general form of any solution to (15)
and (18), we derive the components of the SET from the field
equations Gμν = Tμν by

ε = 1

�g
− a2[20y2(K + a2)+ 24y2 f + (1 − y2)K 2

,r ]
4�gρ4

+
3	(H,r + a2 Hψ,r )2 − 4a4 y2(1 − y2)H2ψ 2

,y2

4H2�g

+ 2a2

�gρ2 + 2a2[a2 y2(1 + y2)− (1 − 3y2)K ]ψ,y2

�gρ2

− 1

2H�g
{8a2 y2(1−y2)Hψ,y2 y2 +	,r (H,r + a2 Hψ,r )

+ 2	[H,rr + a2[2H,rψ,r + H(a2ψ 2
,r + ψ,rr )]]},

(22)

pr = −ε + 2a2 y2	

�gρ4 − 	(H,r K,r + a2 H K,rψ,r )

H�gρ2

+ 	

2H2�g
[3H 2

,r − 2H H,rr + 2a2 H H,rψ,r

+ a4 H2ψ 2
,r − 2a2 H2ψ,rr ], (23)

pθ − pφ = a2(1 − y2)K 2
,r

2�gρ4 − 4a4(1 − y2)y2ψ,y2

�gρ2

+
2a2(1 − y2)(a2 y2ψ 2

,y2 − 2y2ψ,y2 y2 − ψ,y2)

�g
.

(24)

If� = �s , these expressions reduce to (13) and (14) of [36]
in case G = F or to (18) and (19) of [36] in case G �= F .

The general expression of the curvature scalar R = N/D,
where D ≡ 2ρ4�3

g and N is a polynomial in (ρ2, y2) and
in (K , F, H, �g) and their first and second order derivatives,
may be simplified further if N has common factors with D.
From now on, N and D denote the simplified numerator
and denominator of R. Depending on the nature of the static
solution (1) (regular black hole or wormhole), the ring sin-
gularity ρ2 = 0, if any, may occur at r = 0 [K (0) = 0,
F(0) �= 0, and H(0) = 0] if the solution is a black hole or at
the throat r = rth > 0, which is defined by H(rth) = r2

0 > 0
[K (rth) = 0 and F(rth) = 0], if the solution is a wormhole.
Here r2

0 is the minimum value of H(r).

Case (1):� = �s , H = K = r2 (q2 = 0), F(0) �= 0. In this
case the rotating solution is ring-singularity-free provided

F(0) = 1, F,r (0) = 0 (F ≡ G). (25)

This conclusion is easily achieved on Taylor expanding N
and D around the point p0 = (y = 0, r = 0) [Case (2)
provides an instance of such expansions].
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But under conditions (25) lim(y,r)→p0 R, which remains
finite (compare with [36]), does not exist. On the paths C1

and C2 through p0 in the yr plane (the y axis is horizontal)
defined by C1: r = h(y) and h(0) = 0 [where h,y(0) is
assumed finite] and C2: y = g(r) and g(0) = 0 [g,r (0) is
assumed to be finite] the limits read, respectively,

lim
y→0

R = 6h,y(0)2 F,rr (0)

a2 + h,y(0)2
, lim

r→0
R = 6F,rr (0)

1 + a2g,r (0)2
, (26)

which depend on the derivative of h or g and thus do not exist.
For instance, the limit on a curve reaching p0 horizontally
[h,y(0) = 0] is 0 and that on a curve reaching p0 vertically3

[g,r (0) = 0] is 6F,rr (0).
Notice that the conditions (25) are met by all regular static

black holes constructed so far [37–41] and that not only
F,rr (0) is finite, but all derivatives of F are so at r = 0.
Application of this case to regular static black holes allows
one to generate all their normal regular rotating counterparts.

The components of the SET [see (22) to (24), or (13) to
(14) of [36]] remain finite too but do not exist in the limit
(y, r) → p0 where, for instance on the path C1, we obtain

ε = − 3h,y(0)4 F,rr (0)

2[a2 + h,y(0)2]2 , pr = −ε,

pθ = pφ = 3h,y(0)2[2a2 + h,y(0)2]F,rr (0)

2[a2 + h,y(0)2]2 . (27)

Case (2): � = �g (� �= �s), H = r2, K (r0) = 0, F(r0) =
0. In this case rth = r0. The rotating solution has a ring
singularity at the throat. The evaluation of (15) and of its
derivative with respect to r on the ring K (r0) = 0 and y = 0
leads us to conclude that4

K,r (r0) = K,rr (r0) = 0 (28)

[with these values and K (r0) = 0, (18) is satisfied] and
results in R,r (r0) = R,rr (r0) = 0 where R ≡ √

F/G.
So, along the path C3: r = h(y) + r0 and h(0) = 0 [where
h,y(0) is assumed finite] we obtain the Taylor expansions

N = 20a4r4
0 y2 + O(y)3, D = 2a4r4

0�g(r0, 0)y4 + O(y)5.
(29)

For the type of static wormholes discussed by Morris and
Thorne [42] and Visser [43], where F = 1 − b(r)/r in

3 For this type of curves h,y(0) = ∞, but we can still use (26) provided
we divide the numerator and denominator in its r.h.s. by h,y(0)2. In gen-
eral, for any curve reaching p0 no matter how, we have h,y(0)g,r (0) = 1.
4 We assume that �g remains finite on the ring, since otherwise gθθ =
−�g would diverge there.

Schwarzschild coordinates, the above conditions are limit-
ing cases of the flare-out condition on the shape function b at
the throat r0. Since G is never 0 for a wormhole (absence of
event horizon [43]), F(r0) = 0 and R,r (r0) = R,rr (r0) = 0
conversely imply, besides b(r0) = r0, that b,r (r0) = 1 and
b,rr (r0) = 0. By (11.17) of [43], b,r (r0) = 1 is a limit
value, and (11.13) of [43] yields, under the same condition,
b,rr (r0) < 0 (as is clear from Fig. 11.2 of [43]), so that
b,rr (r0) = 0 could be taken as a limit value too.

Having said all this, the rotating counterparts of Morris
and Thorne wormholes that are written in Schwarzschild
coordinates (F = 1 − b(r)/r and H = r2)

(1) are not ring-singularity-free if they are limiting cases
(b,r (r0) = 1) since in this case R = N/D diverges by
(29) as 1/y2 on the ring K (r0) = 0 and y = 0;

(2) are not interpreted as fluids in rotational motion about
the z axis, with Tμν given by (17), if they are not limit-
ing cases (b,r (r0) < 1) since in this case the constraint
b,r (r0) < 1 would violate (28).

Case (3): � = �g , H = r2(l). Here l denotes the proper
radial distance that is used as the new radial coordinate and
r becomes a function r(l) [43,44]. In this case F(l) ≡ 1 and
rth = r0 = min{r(l)}. Without loss of generality, we choose
l such that rth = r0 = r(0). Using l as the new radial coordi-
nate we can generate the imperfect fluid rotating counterparts
of Morris–Thorne type wormholes [42]. These are going to be
conformal rotating wormholes if they are massive or normal
ones if they are massless. Since K (l) = r2(l)/

√
G(l) �= 0

(G is finite for a wormhole), the rotating solution has no
ring singularity arising from ρ2 (one can always avoid ring
singularities arising from�g by suitably choosing the latter).

In the following we specialize to the case � = �s [see
(19) with l being the new radial coordinate]:�s = l2 +q2 +
a2 y2 and K = l2 +q2. From the definition of K [see (8)], we
obtain

√
G(l) = r(l)2/(l2 +q2), which satisfies the require-

ment (11.3) of [43]: liml→±∞ G(l) = finite (= 1), provided

lim
l→±∞ r(l)/|l| = 1.

The latter requirement is necessary in order to have an asymp-
totically flat spatial static geometry [43, (11.2)].

We have thus determined the general form of the static
metric (F,G, H )= (1, r(l)4/(l2 + q2)2, r(l)2) yielding an
imperfect fluid rotating wormhole, the metric of which reads
[see (12) and (13)]

ds2 =
(

1 − 2 f

ρ2

)
dt2 − ρ2

	
dl2

+ 4a f sin2 θ

ρ2 dtdφ − ρ2dθ2 − 
 sin2 θ

ρ2 dφ2, (30)
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ds2 = 	

ρ2 (dt − a sin2 θdφ)2 − ρ2

	
dl2 − ρ2dθ2

− sin2 θ

ρ2 [adt − (K + a2)dφ]2 (31)

with�s = ρ2 = l2+q2+a2 cos2 θ , 2 f (l) = l2+q2−r(l)2,
	(l) = r(l)2 + a2, and 
 = (l2 + q2 + a2)2 − a2	 sin2 θ .

The mass of the wormhole is determined by the require-
ment

(dr

dl

)2 � 1 − 2m

r
as r → ∞, (32)

which results in [44]

r � |l| − m ln(|l|/r0) as |l| → ∞ (33)

on both sheets of the wormhole. Using this in the t t-
component of the static and rotating metrics, we arrive at,
respectively,

G � 1 − 4m
ln(r/r0)

r
as r → ∞, (34)

1 − 2 f

ρ2 � 1 − 2m
ln(r/r0)

r
as r → ∞. (35)

Thus, time runs at the same rate on both sheets of the (static
or rotating) wormhole but, to the order ln(r/r0)/r , it runs at
a lower rate for the rotating wormhole than for the static one.

Notice that, since in (30) the asymptotic expansion of
	/ρ2 � 1 − 2m ln(r/r0)/r does not include a term propor-
tional to 1/r , the (asymptotic) mass of the rotating wormhole
is that of the static one.

Solutions with r2 = l2 + p2 (p2 > 0) are massless
(m = 0). In this case 2 f = q2 − p2 = const. Without loss of
generality, we assume q2 ≥ p2. The angular velocity � of
the rotating wormhole (30) is defined by gθφ = �gθθ sin2 θ

leading to �(r, θ) = 2a f/ρ4: This is the angular velocity,
attributable to dragging effects, of freely falling particles ini-
tially at rest at spatial infinity as they reach the point (r, θ ).
Thus, the massless rotating wormholes (30) have no drag-
ging effects if q2 = p2. The latter case will be treated in
more detail in Sect. 4.

Case (4): � any solution to (15), (18), F > 0, H > 0 for
all r . In this case r is not the proper distance (the case where
the proper distance is the radial variable is treated in Case
(3), so we will not consider it here).

Asymptotic flatness requires limr→∞ H/r = 1. This case
includes Bronnikov–Ellis static wormholes [45,46] [G = F ,
H = (r2 + q2)/F , q2 �= 0] as well as some regular black
holes among which we find the loop black holes [47]. The
rotating solution is a regular wormhole or black hole provided
� is suitably chosen.

We provide an example from loop black holes
(Bronnikov–Ellis static wormholes are treated in more detail
in Sect. 4). Consider the metric (2) of [47]:

F = r4(r − r+)(r − r−)
(r + r∗)2(r4 + a2

0)
,

F

G
=
( r

r + r∗

)4
,

H = r2 + a2
0

r2 (36)

where Hmin = 2a0. Here (r−, r+) are the two horizons and
a0 and r∗ ≡ √

r+r− are constants. From the definition of K
we obtain

K (r) = (r4 + a2
0)/(r + r∗)2 �= 0. (37)

Hence, the imperfect fluid rotating loop black hole has no
ring singularity.

The rotating loop black hole is given by (12) and (13). In
this case� = �s is not a possible solution for K �= r2+q2. It
is generally possible to perform a coordinate transformation
r → R(r) by which K transforms as K → K = R2 + q2

(see [36] for an example). If this is the case, � = �s =
R2 + q2 + a2 y2 can be used as a solution for all R. We may
investigate such a possibility in a subsequent work. In this
work, rather, we restrict ourselves to the spatial asymptotic
region (r → ∞) and discuss some physical properties of the
rotating loop black hole.

Similarly, � = �n [see (20)] is not a possible solution
too for (55) is not satisfied. It might be possible too that by a
coordinate transformation r → R(r) a solution of the form
(20) becomes possible.

With that said, the rotating loop black hole is then a confor-
mal fluid. It is possible to investigate most physical proper-
ties of these rotating solutions, without fixing �g [see (21)],
from the properties of the metric inside the square brack-
ets in (12). We restrict ourselves to the spatial asymptotic
region. As r → ∞, we have K → (r − r∗)2 + 2r2∗ . In terms
of the new radial coordinate R = r − r∗ and q2 = 2r2∗ ,
�s � R2 + q2 + a2 y2 is an asymptotic solution. This is not
enough to assert that the conformal rotating fluid behaves
asymptotically as a normal one since the inequality G �= F
holds even asymptotically [G − F = 2

√
2q/R + O(1/R2)]:

It behaves that way only approximately since q = √
2r∗ and

r− are close to 0 [47], so for very large distances from the
source we assume G � F .

Asymptotically, the factor�s/ρ
2 in (12) is 1 and its series

expansion has no term proportional to 1/R, so we will drop
it. The rotating loop black hole behaves asymptotically as

ds2 �
(

1 − 2m

R

)
dt2 − 1

1 − 2m
R

dR2

+4ma sin2 θ

R
dtdφ − R2dθ2 − R2 sin2 θ dφ2 (38)
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where we have used the definitions of ρ2, 2 f (r), 	, and

 given in the sentence preceding (12) along with (36) and
(37). Here ma is the angular momentum and m = (r+ +
r−)/2 is the mass of the rotating loop black hole, which is
slightly lower than that of the static loop one given by mstat =
m + q/

√
2 and slightly larger than that of the Kerr solution,

mKerr = r+/2 < m.

4 Rotating imperfect fluid wormholes

In the following we assume that the static solution (1) is a
wormhole solution. We keep on doing general treatments and
we will not fix the form of any metric component of (1), nor
shall we fix the function� in (11), until we consider specific
applications.

We consider a static wormhole of the Bronnikov–Ellis
type with G(r) = F(r) and H = (r2 + q2)/F where we
take q2 > 0

ds2
stat = Fdt2 − dr2

F
− (r2 + q2)

F
(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2),

(39)

where, in this case, K = H and ρ2 = H + a2 y2. The radius
of the static throat r0 is the minimum value of

√
H which

occurs at rth: r0 = √
2rth/F,r (rth) if F �= 1 or r0 = |q| if

F = 1.
The angular velocity � of the rotating wormhole (11) is

defined by gθφ = �gθθ sin2 θ leading to�(r, θ) = 2a f/ρ4:
This is the angular velocity, attributable to dragging effects,
of freely falling particles initially at rest at spatial infinity as
they reach the point (r, θ ). Assuming asymptotic flatness of
the static wormhole: F = 1 − 2mr−1 + O(r−2), then � →
2Jr−3 as r → ∞ where J = ma is the angular momentum
of the rotating wormhole and m is the mass of the static one.
The angular velocity of the particles of the rotating exotic
fluid [15,36] as they pass by the point (r, θ ) is a/(H + a2),
which is given by (16) where eμt is the 4-velocity vector of
the fluid.� is different from a/(H + a2), this is because the
fluid particles do not follow geodesic motion [36]. Similarly
to rotating black holes, we can define the angular velocity of
the throat by �0 ≡ �(rth, π/2) = a[1 − F(rth)]/r2

0 and its
linear velocity by �0r0.

The rotating massless wormhole, where F = 1, m = 0,
f ≡ 0, � ≡ 0, has thus no dragging effects: Its particles
rotate with the angular velocity a/(r2 + q2 + a2) but the
freely falling particles do not acquire any angular velocity.

Now, we want to evaluate the effects of rotation on the
mass and conditions of traversability. It is obvious from (12)
that if G = F , F → 1−2mr−1, and H → r2 as r → ∞ with
� → H as a → 0 (being normal), then gtt → 1 − 2mr−1

as r → ∞. Thus, rotation has no effect on the mass of
the rotating wormhole. An early work on slowly rotating

wormholes concluded that the mass of the rotating worm-
hole increases with rotation [48]. The discrepancy resides
in our choice of the source term Tμν being that of a fluid
having only a rotational motion about a fixed axis (here Oz
with Grθ ≡ 0), while for the source term of [5,48], where
Grθ �= 0, (17) no longer holds. Moreover, in [5,48] the extra
condition Tφ t = 0 was used. Had we imposed the same
condition, we would have obtained, using (11), (16), and
(17), Tφ t = −a sin2 θ(H + a2)(ε + pφ)/ρ2 = 0 leading to
pφ = −ε so that our fluid is no longer totally imperfect. More
on conditions to have fluid solutions is found in [49–51].

If the static wormhole is traversable, then this property is
generally not altered by rotation but changes to the specifica-
tions of the conditions of traversability that necessarily occur
due to dragging effects. We will not elaborate any more on
this point.

Since they are based solely on the general form of the
rotating metric (12) (� not fixed), all the above conclusions
made in this section do not depend on the way one interprets
the source term Tμν . In the following, we focus on two dif-
ferent interpretations and restrict ourselves to the massless
case m = 0 taking � = �s = ρ2 (q2 > 0), since it is the
unique solution in this case (see the appendix).

4.1 Rotating imperfect fluid wormhole without
electromagnetic field

If m = 0 then F = 1. Here we assume that the source term
Tμν constitutes an imperfect exotic fluid given by (17) to
(24) [since � = �s = ρ2 and G = F , it would be better to
use (13) and (14) of [36]]. We find

Tμν = −q2

ρ4

[
1 + 2a2 sin2 θ

ρ2

]
eμt eνt − q2

ρ4 eμr eνr

+q2

ρ4 eμθ eνθ + q2

ρ4

[
1 + 2a2 sin2 θ

ρ2

]
eμφ eνφ (40)

where in this case ρ2 = r2 + q2 + a2 cos2 θ . The basis
(et , er , eθ , eφ) and the rotating metric are given by (16) and
(12), respectively, with K = H = r2 + q2, f = 0, and
	 = r2 + q2 + a2:

ds2 = dt2 − ρ2

	
dr2 − ρ2dθ2 −	 sin2 θdφ2. (41)

We proceed now to compare the exotic matter content of
the rotating imperfect exotic fluid wormhole |ε| with that of
the static one |εst|. The static wormhole counterpart of (41),
the metric of which is obtained from (41) setting a = 0 or
from (39) setting F = 1, is a perfect fluid with a negative
density and isotropic pressure. Its SET is given by

Tμνst = q2

(r2 + q2)2
diag(−1,−1, 1, 1). (42)
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From (40) and (42) we have, respectively,

|ε| = q2(H + 2a2 − a2 y2)

(H + a2 y2)3
, |εst| = q2

H2 .

It is obvious that, for fixed (r, q, a), |ε| decreases with
increasing y2. Moreover, |ε|(y2 = 1) = q2/(H + a2)2 <

|εst|. This implies the existence of a minimum value y2
min

beyond which |ε| < |εst|.
The minimum value y2

min is a function of a2, and it is
a solution to a4 y6

min + 3Ha2 y4
min + 4H2 y2

min − 2H2 = 0.
Without solving the latter equation, it is easy to see that in the
limit a2 → ∞, we have y2

min → 0 and that by differentiation
(r and q are held constant) we have dymin/da < 0. This
shows that the exotic matter required to hold the rotating
imperfect exotic fluid wormhole is less than that of its static
counterpart and becomes much smaller with rotation.

Stability issues. Axial perturbations of static wormholes
with the above structure of Tμνst [see (42)], without electro-
magnetic field, were included in the investigation carried on
in [52]. The Schrödinger-like equations (32) and (33) of [52]
apply to our static wormhole. Here H2(r) is a radial gravita-
tional perturbation, Veff(r) is the effective Schrödinger poten-
tial, and ω is the frequency of oscillations coming from the
factor eiωt used to proceed to the separation of the time vari-
able. In the case of the perfect fluid static wormhole, Veff(r)
reads

Veff = [(�+ 2)(�− 1)+ 2]r2 + [(�+ 2)(�− 1)− 1]q2

(r2 + q2)2

(43)

where � is the multi-pole order. In his book on the mathe-
matical theory of black holes, Chandrasekhar has ignored the
case � = 1 when dealing with both axial and polar perturba-
tions of the Schwarzschild black hole [53, chap. 4, §24], thus
considering the quadruple excitation (� = 2) as the leading
dynamical gravitational order.

Now, it is straightforward to check that the expression
(43) of Veff(r) is positive definite for all � ≥ 2, which is a
sufficient condition for the existence of asymptotically well-
behaved oscillating solutions, that is, solutions with positive
squared frequencies ω2 > 0. We thus conclude to the exis-
tence of stable modes of axial perturbations of the perfect
fluid static wormhole with the above structure of Tμνst . We
also conclude to the stability against all relevant dynamical
axial perturbations (� ≥ 2).

Concerning the stability of the imperfect fluid rotating
massless wormhole, without electromagnetic field, against
small perturbations, we extend the above conclusion and con-
jecture that the rotating counterpart wormhole [where Tμν

is given by (40)] of the static background one [where Tμνst

is given by (42)] is stable against linear axial perturbations.
This statement is at least true for small values of the rotation
parameter a.

4.2 Rotating imperfect fluid wormhole
with electromagnetic field

Very recently, Bronnikov et al., see [54] and references
therein, reinterpreted the source term Tμνst of a massless
Ellis static wormhole as being due to two contributions:
Tμνst = Tμνem−st + Tμνd−st where Tμνem−st is attributable to a
source-free radial electric or magnetic field and Tμνd−st is that
of a perfect fluid (pressureless dust) with negative density

Tμνem−st = q2

(r2 + q2)2
diag(1,−1, 1, 1), (44)

Tμνd−st = − 2q2

(r2 + q2)2
uμuν, [uμ = (1, 0, 0, 0,)] (45)

satisfying (42) = (44) + (45).
When the wormhole rotates none of the above two com-

ponents remains diagonal; because of the motion, besides the
basis (16) which rotates with the fluid, the SET of the windy
dust acquires a φφ-component due to the pressure in the eμφ
direction, so that it no longer represents a perfect fluid. The
total Tμν which now splits as Tμν = Tμνem +Tμνd is still given
by (40) with

Tμνem = q2

ρ4 [eμt eνt − eμr eνr + eμθ eνθ + eμφ eνφ] (46)

Tμνd = 2q2

ρ6 [−	 eμt eνt + a2 sin2 θ eμφ eνφ] (47)

(	 = r2 +q2 +a2), which reduce to (44) and (45) if rotation
is suppressed. The metric is still given by (41).

The exotic matter required to hold this rotating worm-
hole, with electromagnetic field, is less than that of its
static counterpart. From (47) and (45) we find that |εd | =
2q2(H +a2)/(H +a2 y2)3 is smaller than |εd−st| = 2q2/H2

if y2 > y2
min ≡ [(H3+a2 H2)1/3−H ]/a2, where y2

min < 1/3
and y2

min → 0 as a2 → ∞, and it becomes much smaller
with rotation.

Stability issues. As is well known, the stability analysis
depends on the matter components making up the SET. The
stability analysis of the metric (39), with the SET split as a
sum of a source-free radial electric or magnetic field Tμνem−st
and a perfect fluid (pressureless dust) with negative density
Tμνd−st, has been investigated in a couple of papers [55–57]
and recently in [54]. The analysis made in [54] completes
and generalizes that of [56].

It was shown that if Tμνst = Tμνem−st +Tμνd−st, then the model
admits stable as well as unstable modes depending on how the
background static wormhole is perturbed. Moreover, within
the polar mode of perturbation, while the analysis made in
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[54] has completed that of [56], however, it is concerned only
with the case where the equation of state obeys some power-
law formula ensuring positiveness of the potential function
in the master equation governing the dynamics of the per-
turbations. No physical argument was given as to why such
a choice of the equation of state. The question of stability
remains thus open to other choices of the equation of state
and to cases where the positiveness of the potential is not
ensured.

In such a situation one should conclude to the instability
of the model [58,59] since if the background static wormhole
is “abandoned” to itself, one a priori does not know in which
direction would evolve the initial perturbations, as there is no
control parameter on which one acts to drive the evolution.

Concerning axial perturbations, the situation is quit differ-
ent in that no special choice of whatever perturbation func-
tion was made, and thus the conclusion to the stability against
linear axial perturbation is general [54].

Concerning the stability of the imperfect fluid rotating
massless wormhole, with electromagnetic field, against small
perturbations, we may extend the conclusions made in [54]
and conjecture that the rotating counterpart wormhole (where
Tμν = Tμνem + Tμνd still holds) of the static background one
(with Tμνst = Tμνem−st+Tμνd−st) is stable against linear axial per-
turbations. This statement is at least true for small values of
the rotation parameter a. This statement does not exclude the
existence of unstable modes due to different ways of pertur-
bations, as is the case with the static background wormhole.

5 Conclusion

We have derived a shortcut formula for generating rotating
metrics. The metric formula appears to be very useful in that
the rotating solution acquires the properties of a fluid in rota-
tional motion about a fixed axis if the rotating metric compo-
nent gθθ = −� obeys two given differential equations, one
of which is nonlinear.

Moreover, given a static metric one may derive different
rotating solutions depending on the form of the function �.
Conversely, given two equivalent (related by a coordinate
transformation) static metrics, the shortcut metric formula
does indeed generate two imperfect, however, non-equivalent
rotating fluid solutions using the same � [36]. As a con-
sequence, the generated rotating solution from a Morris–
Thorne type static wormhole in Schwarzschild coordinates is
not always a regular solution or a fluid one. The latter prop-
erty has the advantage that by a coordinate transformation on
the radial coordinate one can modify the forms of F and H to
get the desired rotating metric (see [36] for further illustrative
examples).

We have shown that regular static black holes with
gtt grr = 1 (gθθ = −(r2 + q2), q2 ≥ 0) have their rotat-

ing counterparts regular too, as they are the rotating counter-
parts of Morris and Thorne wormholes in non-Schwarzschild
coordinates where the radial coordinate is the spatial proper
distance. We have also concluded that if Morris and Thorne
static wormholes are written in Schwarzschild coordinates,
then their rotating counterparts are neither regular solutions
nor fluids obeying the constraints Gμν = Tμν where Tμν is
an imperfect fluid given by (17).

If the exotic matter sustaining the throat is modeled by a
fluid, in our case a totally imperfect one, then the rotation has
no effect on the mass of the wormhole nor does it affect much
the conditions of traversability providing the dragging effects
do not accelerate freely falling objects beyond Earth’s gravity
acceleration. The energy of the rotation of the wormhole is
communicated to the fluid particles, of which each rotates
with an angular velocity of a/(K + a2), keeping the mass of
the wormhole invariant.

We have briefly discussed an imperfect fluid rotating loop
black hole and shown how its mass by a tiny amount exceeds
that of a Kerr solution with the same event horizon r+.

We have derived the rotating counterpart of the stable
exotic dust Ellis wormhole as emerged in a source-free radial
electric or magnetic field. In all cases the rotating massless
wormhole has no dragging effects. Stabilities issues were
also discussed, generalizing the results made in [54] we have
concluded to the stability against small axial perturbations.

Other suggested metrics [31] for generating rotating
wormholes, used also in [50,60], failed to generate fluid
wormholes [49]. Such metrics, where gφφ(r, θ)/gθθ (r, θ) ≡
sin2 θ , cannot be brought into the form (13). It has been
shown that the source term for such generated rotating worm-
holes, found in [31], is not that of a fluid [49,50]. How-
ever, the elements of the proof given in [49] rely on the
assumption that the fluid undergoes only a rotational motion
about a fixed axis. So, it might still be possible to attach
a fluid interpretation to the general metric generating rotat-
ing wormholes [31] (but not to the specific example of the
Teo wormhole [31] as it violates the condition Grθ = 0)
if (1) one considers, besides the rotational motion, a radial
motion too, and (2) one imposes the condition Grθ = 0,
which constrains the components of the Teo general rotating
metric.

In subsequent works we will extend the analysis to include
other static wormhole solutions [61], among which we have
wormholes in Wyman’s solution [62] and wormholes in
Hořava theory [63], and we will generate their imperfect fluid
rotating counterparts.
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Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the
source are credited.
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Appendix: Proofs of uniqueness

Step 1. We intend to show that if K = H = r2 + q2 (in this
case G = F) and q2 �= 0, then the unique solution to the
system (15) and (18) is� = constant (r2 +q2 +a2 y2). This
will prove the uniqueness of the rotating solutions generated
in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2. It is more convenient to use the gen-
eral form (20): � = H exp [a2ψ(r, y2, a2)] without assum-
ing that lima→0� = H . Transforming to the coordinates
r → r , y2 → x = r2 y2, by which the derivatives trans-
form as �,r → �,r + 2(x/r)�,x and �,y2 → r2�,x (same
transformations for the derivatives of ψ), (18) becomes

ψ,r = − 2(2r2 + q2)x

r(r2 + q2)(r4 + q2r2 + a2x)
, (48)

yielding the solution

a2ψ = ln
[r2 + q2 + a2 y2

r2 + q2

]
+ a2g(x), (49)

� = (r2 + q2 + a2 y2) f (x) (50)

where f (x) = exp [a2g(x)] are any functions of x . Now,
inserting (50) into (15) we reduce it to

x(ρ2 + q2)(3 f 2
,x − 2 f f,xx )− (ρ2 + 2q2) f f,x = 0 (51)

where in this case ρ2 = r2 + a2 y2. Differentiating (51) two
times with respect to r we obtain

x(3 f 2
,x − 2 f f,xx )− f f,x = 0, (52)

which we insert back into (51) to eliminate f,xx , and the
remaining equation reads

q2 f f,x = 0, (53)

resulting in f = constant if q2 �= 0. If q2 = 0, (51) is
consistent with (52) leading to, besides the trivial solution
f = constant, f (x) = c1/(

√
x + c2)

2, where c1 and c2 are
constants and

� = c1(r2 + a2 y2)

(r |y| + c2)2
. (54)

Notice that this last solution is not of the form (20) since
lima→0 a2ψ = ln[c1/(r |y| + c2)

2], so that it does not
have a Taylor series in powers of a2 of the form �n =
H +∑

i=1 a2i X2i (r, y2) where the first (independent) term
is H = r2.

Step 2. Now, we intend to prove that if G = F and if
� has a Taylor series in powers of a2, then �s is the only
solution of form (20). If G �= F , other solutions of form (20)

are possible. Keeping the two first terms of the series, �n =
H + a2 X2(r, y2) + · · · , see (15) and (18), results in three
leading equations, which we combine to build the following
simplified expressions (we do not assume yet G = F):

K H,r K,r − H K 2
,r + H K (K,rr − 2) = 0, (55)

X2 = H2(8K − K 2
,r )y

2

K 2(8H − H,r K,r )
, (56)

K,r (8K − K 2
,r )K,rrr + K 2

,r (K,rr − 2)2

−4K K,rr (K,rr + 4)+ 48K = 0. (57)

Equation (55) provides H in terms of K by integration

H = c exp

⎡

⎣
r∫

K 2
,z − K (z)(K,zz − 2)

K,z K (z)
dz

⎤

⎦ (58)

where c is a constant. If G = F , then K = H and (55) yields
H = r2 + q2 = K (q2 �= 0), and by Step 1, � (rather the
Taylor series of�) reduces to�s . If G �= F , then (55), (56),
and (57) provide a solution of the form (20).
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